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Abstract

In a previous field study of eleven software projects
including e-business, health care and military appli-
cations we documented current practice in security re-
quirements. The overall conclusion of the study was
that security requirements are poorly and inconsis-
tently specified. However, two important questions re-
mained open; what were the reasons for the inconsis-
tencies, and what was the impact of such poor security
requirements? In this paper we seek the answers by
performing in-depth interviews with three of the cus-
tomers from the previous study. The interviews show
that mature producers of software (in this case IBM,
Cap Gemini, and WM-Data) compensate for poor re-
quirements in areas within their expertise, namely soft-
ware engineering. But in the case of security and
privacy requirements specific to the customer domain,
such compensation is not found. In all three cases this
has led to security and/or privacy flaws in the systems.
Our conclusion is that special focus needs to be put on
domain-specific security and privacy needs when elic-
iting customer requirements.

Keywords: security and privacy requirements, re-
quirements engineering
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1 Introduction

The security (confidentiality, integrity, availability)
and privacy properties of custom-made software re-
lies heavily on the requirements specified by the cus-
tomers. If the requirements are poorly specified there
is no guarantee that the producers of the software will
strive for security.

Security and privacy (henceforth grouped asse-
curity where possible) are often conceived asnon-
functional requirements[5, 6, 7, 9], which are gen-
erally hard to manage. But our previous field study
on requirements on eleven systems showed that more
than 75 % of security requirements found in speci-
fications are in fact functional [23]. We concluded
that customers are generally better at specifying func-
tional requirements including functional parts of se-
curity. Therefore the hard part of specifying security
lies in the truly non-functional aspects such as secu-
rity processes, security testing, and security evalua-
tion. Section 3 in this paper briefly presents the results
of the previous field study.

The outcome of the field study led us to a few hy-
potheses as to why security requirements are poorly
specified, and what the impact of such poor require-
ments would be. We present these hypotheses in Sec-
tion 4. To verify the hypotheses we conducted in-depth
interviews with customer project leaders from three of
the systems in the previous study. Section 5 summa-
rizes the outcome of these interviews. The answers
confirmed most of our hypotheses and the discussion
can be found in Section 6. In Section 8 we draw the
conclusion that customers and producers of software
should put special focus on domain-specific privacy



needs when eliciting requirements for security critical
systems.

2 Terminology

Software systems and stakeholders described in this
paper includecustomersthat have needs, typically
specified as software requirements. The customers buy
systems from softwareproducerswho fulfill require-
ments and deliver systems. In our frame of reference,
customers are not necessarily IT-experts, but rather ex-
perts within their own domains such as health care pro-
cesses or traffic and infrastructure. A few terms we use
need to be defined:

Requirement. A requirement is a specification of
what the customer needs to be implemented dur-
ing system development—a description of how
the system should behave, or of a system prop-
erty or attribute [22].

Unspecified need.An unspecified need is a left-out
requirement—the customer needs a certain func-
tion or system behavior but has so far failed to
express this need as a requirement.

Over-delivery. An over-delivery is performed when a
producer fulfills more than the customer has ex-
plicitly required, typically when the producer ful-
fills the customer’sunspecified needs.

Local hero. A local hero is a person with expert
knowledge in a subset of a field that is wrongly
consulted as an expert in the field in general. An
example could be a person with much experience
in how to set up and and effectively manage se-
curity logging. By others that person could very
well be consulted as an expert in system security
in general, being the “local security hero”.

3 Previous Study

In 2005 we published a field study of current prac-
tice covering eleven requirements specifications on IT
systems being built 2003–2005 [23]. All specifications
were made for public procurement in Sweden, in com-
pliance with EU procurement directives. This choice
was made primarily because of the public availability
of the specifications. The study covered:

• Five systems for billing, accounting, salary, and
e-business

• Three health care systems

• One system for defense materiel

• One system for reporting hazardous materials

• One system for managing highway tolls

Requirements found in the specifications were cate-
gorized into security areas and divided into functional
and non-functional requirements (for details on how
this was done see the original paper [23]). Table 1
contains an overview of all security requirements we
found. Note that requirements not present in any of
the studied specifications are not in the table, thus no
rows with zero requirements. The overall conclusion
was that security requirements were poorly specified
due to three things: inconsistency in the selection of
requirements, inconsistency in level of detail, and al-
most no requirements on standard security solutions.

4 Hypotheses

The outcome of the field study lead us to four gen-
eral hypotheses about the delivered systems. These
were our hypotheses:

4.1 Security Requirements Incomplete

In our previous study we did not have access to
any risk analysis documents, nor did we speak with
the people involved—we just studied the requirements
specifications as such. Therefore we could not know if
certain security requirements had been left out because
of deliberate decisions or because of lack of informa-
tion or knowledge. As a consequence we did not judge
the requirements specifications as complete or incom-
plete, but rather analyzed consistency and the use of
standards. However, our hypothesis was that the se-
curity requirements were indeed incomplete or under-
specified.

4.2 Lack of Risk Analysis

In several of the specifications studied we noted that
some security requirements were fairly well specified
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Access Control/Roles 1 11 6 5 8 5 4 5 3 3
Attack Detection 2 4 3
Backup 5 9 2 2 2
Digital Signatures 1 1 1 1 2 1
Encryption 4 1 1
Integration 2 1
Logging 9 3 1 11 1 5 8 1
Login 5 3 3 8 2 2 1 2
Privacy 2 1

Authentication 2 4 2 1
Availability 1 3 1 6 4 3 1
Design/Implementation 1 6 1
Physical Security 6
Risk Analysis 1
Security Management 2 2
Security Testing 1

Table 1. Overview of previous study—security requirements o n eleven IT systems built 2003-2005.
The double horizontal line divides the requirement categor ies into mostly functional (above) and
mostly non-functional (below). Numbers tell how many requi rements were found in each category.

whereas related ones were completely left out. Exam-
ples of such inconsistencies could be seen in access
control/roles where all systems had requirements in-
dicating that restricted access was important. At the
same time only three out of eleven specifications re-
quired some kind of encryption of data communica-
tion and only two specifications had requirements on
restricted physical access.

Our hypothesis was that the specifications had not
been preceded by risk analyzes. Such analyzes should
have identified a greater variety of threats against im-
portant assets, and thus resulted in more consistent re-
quirements.

4.3 Heavy Trust in Local Heroes

Some security requirements had a high level of de-
tail whereas others in the same specification were only
specified on a general level. This might indicate that
the organizations specifying the security requirements

relied heavily on local competence and not standards.
Such local competence tends to be strong in certain ar-
eas and weak in others. We call this thelocal heroes
phenomenon.

Such inconsistent levels of detail could for instance
be seen in the “E-Business” system where the require-
ments on logging were very detailed (eight require-
ments on what info to be logged) and at the same
time digital signatures were specified as “The system
should be able to handle the use of electronic signa-
tures” with no further details.

Our hypothesis was that the studied organizations
had relied heavily on local heroes.

4.4 Systems Insecure

Considering the three previous hypotheses we ar-
rived at an overall hypothesis that the delivered sys-
tems were insecure, and that this had manifested itself
as security flaws and insecure operation.
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5 Interviews

To verify our hypotheses we conducted interviews
with the customers behind three of the requirements
specifications, namely Health Care 1, Highway Tolls,
and Medical Advice. Before we present the actual in-
terviews we describe our methodology, scope, and po-
tential shortcomings.

5.1 Methodology and Scope

We conducted oral, open-question interviews with
the customer project leaders. The interviews lasted 1-
2 hours and were recorded and transcribed (approxi-
mately 30 pages of text per interview) to allow for an
accurate, qualitative analysis. We chose to interview
the project leaders since they had a good overview of
the requirements process, of the systems and of rela-
tions with the producers.

The three systems were chosen specifically be-
cause they were all security and privacy critical, they
were fairly large, and they represented three interest-
ing categories—a standard system with configuration
(Health Care 1), a combination of standard compo-
nents and development (Highway Tolls), and one sys-
tem completely built from scratch (Medical Advice).
Further, these systems had some of the best security
requirements in the previous study (in the case of the
Highway Tolls system there were proper references to
security standards) which hopefully would work as an
upper bound on our analysis, i.e. the other systems
were unlikely to show substantially better results when
verified against our hypotheses.

The systems were built by WM-data (Swedish com-
pany with 9.000 employees, now part of LogicaCMG),
IBM, and Cap Gemini. We have chosen not say which
company delivered which system, and the customers
asked us not to publish man hours or code size since
such figures were considered business secrets.

5.2 Potential Shortcomings

We have based our studies on requirements speci-
fications made for public procurement in Sweden—a
choice made primarily because of the availability of
them. Commercial entities tend to have little interest
in making their requirements specifications available

for research. This limited scope affects the validity of
the study.

A potential problem was the project leaders’ techni-
cal competence but apart from a few unanswered ques-
tions this was never an obstacle. The interview analy-
sis is qualitative and thus subject to the authors’ inter-
pretation. All customer quotes presented are translated
by the authors.

5.3 Systems

Brief presentations of the systems studied:

Health Care 1 (Customer: Stockholm County Coun-
cil). Integration platform to support personal medi-
cal information following nearly two million patients
between various health care organizations. This sys-
tem is a standard system with only minor new devel-
opment, and is maintained and run by the producer.

Highway Tolls (Customer: Swedish Road Adminis-
tration). Equipment, software and services for han-
dling environmental fees for all vehicles entering the
city of Stockholm. This system is a combination of
standard components and new development, and is
maintained and run by the producer.

Medical Advice (Customer: The Federation of
County Councils). System for managing medical ad-
vice by phone on a national level. It handles redi-
rection of calls, queue management, work-flow man-
agement, medical documentation, and statistics. This
system was built from scratch for the customer, and is
maintained and run by the producer.

5.4 Interview Health Care 1 System

Outcome of the interview with the Health Care 1
project leaders:

Security a critical requirement. The customer con-
siders security to be a critical factor in the system since
it contains patient information. A general risk analysis
was used to drive parts of the requirements elicitation
process, but no specific focus was put on security risks
according to what the customer remembers.

Security logs checked by producer. The logs are
managed by the producer and any incidents are dis-
cussed on a monthly meeting. Since the producer owns
the auditing process we asked the customer if they had
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confidence in the producer telling them of incidents—
”We think so. That’s a question of conscience!” But
what if the producer detects a vulnerability, patches it,
but never investigates if the vulnerability was ever ex-
ploited? “That’s not unlikely. But we’re going to hire
a security manager that will perform audits of security
maintenance.”

Security management standard not implemented.
The requirements specification referred to the ISO/IEC
17799 standard for security management [13] but the
customer admits it has not been implemented yet—
“Unfortunately I don’t think so.”

Vague requirement on separation. Regarding con-
fidentiality the specification stated that “It should be
possible to separate different types of information both
logically and in terms of security.” When asked if
they have a clear picture of what was meant the cus-
tomer replied “No ... Surely, that requirement must
have sparked a lot of questions. But I would imagine
it refers to privacy categorization of patient informa-
tion.”

Vague requirement on encryption. The health care
system was required to “... have functions for pro-
tecting the information in the database, for instance
through encryption.” The customer did not specify
what kind of encryption or even that it has to be a stan-
dard cryptographic algorithm. So we asked if standard
encryption was delivered—“Yes, I think so. They’ve
been talking ... a lot of three letter abbreviations ... It’s
ongoing. We had a lot of discussions regarding this
and it became an issue of negotiation in the end.” Here
the producer covered up for a poorly specified require-
ment.

Local heroes phenomenon confirmed. Contrary to
the vague specification on encryption the customer
had requirements on input and output validation which
must be considered being on a low technical level.
When asked if this was a manifestation of the local
heroes phenomenon they replied “Yes, I think so. We
know their names too.”

Automatic recovery requirement not fulfilled . The
specification contained a requirement on automatic
recovery—“The system should automatically handle
errors and restart functions and processes.” The cus-
tomer admitted that the requirement was vague, and
utterly impossible to fulfill ifall errors were to be han-

dled automatically. But an incident with a faulty load
balancer had revealed that the requirement was not
even fulfilled to a basic level. The system had gone
down and not restarted.

Need for specific handling of protected identities
unfulfilled . After delivery the customer had real-
ized that the system lacked support for handling per-
sonal information for patients with protected identi-
ties. They considered this a severe flaw. The privacy of
such patients introduces a whole new dimension to ac-
cess control and to date it is not clear if and how such
functionality can be introduced.

Summary. The customer feels that the producer of the
health care system is mature and has fulfilled most of
the fairly well specified security requirements. Vague
requirements have been costly both in terms of money
and time. The lack of support for handling personal
information for patients with protected identities is a
clear case of a domain-specific need not specified as
a requirement by the customer and not fulfilled by the
producer.

5.5 Interview Highway Tolls System

Outcome of the interview with the Highway Tolls
project leader:

Security requirements very high. The customer con-
siders the “security requirements very high” for the
highway toll system, and thus a risk analysis has been
performed both before initial release and during the
current development iteration.

Logging features missing. The system logs are con-
tinuously checked but “there are deficiencies”. The de-
ficiency turned out to be a disability to log what infor-
mation isaccessedin the system—onlymodifications
are logged. This means that employees could violate
both confidentiality (e.g. checking when and where
cash transports leave and enter the city) and privacy
(e.g. systematically checking people’s movements in
the city area) without being noticed.

The customer considers this a serious flaw due to an
incomplete requirements specification and risk analy-
sis. It was clearly a domain-specific need and if the
customer had the chance to re-write the requirements
they say they would have hired third-party experts to
identify such needs and specify them as requirements.
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Security incident despite penetration testing. No
penetration testing was explicitly required but was
performed by the producer anyway, which is a clear
case of over-delivery. The pentest reported an inse-
curely configured server within the system. But the
server was never reconfigured and was later success-
fully abused in a spam attack. Apart from that the cus-
tomer does not know of any security incidents, but they
are “... not sure the maintainer tells us everything”.

Security management standard implemented. The
requirements specification referred to the ISO/IEC
17799 standard for security management [13] and the
customer feels it has been implemented.

Fraud analysis requirement forgotten. The cus-
tomer required a holistic risk analysis of potential
frauds but does not recall that such an analysis has
been done. We asked if they did not know they had re-
quired a fraud analysis and customer responded “No,
that seems to be the truth”.

Summary. The customer feels that the producer of
the highway toll system is mature and has fulfilled
some of their unspecified needs, i.e.needs not part of
the requirements specification. Despite this, security
problems have surfaced (e.g. logging), mostly due to
unspecified security and privacy needs understood or
noted by the producer.

5.6 Interview Medical Advice System

Outcome of the interview with the Medical Advice
project leader:

Security requirements high. The customer considers
the security requirements high “since the system han-
dles medical records”. Several laws restrict the han-
dling of such information. Despite this, no risk anal-
ysis was performed. Instead the customer relied on
in-house experience and competence.

Log analysis process undefined. The specification
contains five different requirements on logging. But
when asked about processes and routines for checking
the logs the customer replied “We don’t know. That
aspect is not taken care of.” It might be that the pro-
ducer checks the logs—“Perhaps. We hope so.” When
asked if the producer knows what security and privacy
issues to check for in the logs the customer replied “To
be honest, I don’t think we’ve discussed such security

processes. But I expect the producers to tell us if some-
thing happens.”

Protection of logs forgotten. The specifications con-
tained a requirement stating that “... the logs shall be
protected against manipulation.” When asked if this
requirement has been met the customer replied they
“... don’t have a clue”.

Vague logging requirement. The specification said
that “... sensitive information shall be logged and pro-
tected from manipulation.” What’sensitive informa-
tion’ means is never specified. The customer agrees
“... that the requirement is vague. It has been made
more concrete during project iterations.” But such it-
erative refinements can “... become a time and money
discussion” according to the customer.

No known security incidents. We asked the customer
if they have had any security incidents so far—“No, I
don’t think so.”

Deliberately no security standard. In the customer’s
view it was valid to specify the security requirements
without using security standards. One person, ad-
mittedly a local hero, was responsible for security—
“He has not brought up standards as a possibility. He
knows standards and legislations and thus I believe he
processed the issue himself and chose not to point to-
ward standards.” But when the lack of requirements
on physical security (fire, theft etc.) was brought up,
the customer admitted that some security issues have
been overlooked. “If we would have had a standard
those areas would have been covered.” To integrate
standards into the requirements the customer says they
would have needed help from a third party.

No security testing. No security tests apart from stress
testing of availability were required or performed.
“But it would have been nice” the customer com-
mented.

Summary. The customer admits that proper measures
to ensure security and privacy in the system have not
been taken. Questions regarding processes for contin-
uous log analysis revealed that such aspects had not
been thought of before, and that the privacy needs had
not been properly specified as requirements. The firm
belief in their local hero had obvious disadvantages.
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5.7 Results on General Security Requirements

In all cases the customers have had higher secu-
rity and privacy needs than their requirements speci-
fications reflected. They have relied heavily on their
producers to handle technical security. In cases where
security requirements were specified they were often
vague or incomplete, which had led to negotiations and
minor disputes. Also worth noting is that all three cus-
tomers had security requirements that were either not
implemented by the producers or forgotten by them-
selves. Despite this, the customers were mostly satis-
fied with the general security of the delivered systems.

5.8 Results on Domain-Specific Security Require-
ments

In all three cases the customers have had problems
with domain-specific privacy concerns:

• Health Care 1: No support for handling patients
with protected identities.

• Highway Tolls: No logging of accesses to privacy
sensitive vehicle data.

• Medical Advice: No process for checking or pro-
tecting security logs although the system handles
privacy sensitive patient data.

Part of their privacy needs were not expressed as
requirements and were not fulfilled by the producers.
Our impression was that the customers had not real-
ized in what ways the systems could violate privacy
until after delivery.

6 Discussion

According to our own experience, effective meth-
ods and so called “best practices” for software secu-
rity are more and more becoming part of general soft-
ware engineering expertise. Therefore, relying on the
producers to deliver security despite vague or left-out
requirements is not all bad. Besides, some security
requirements can be fulfilled with commercial off-the-
shelf products engineered by security specialized ven-
dors, in which case the customer most likely gets much
more security features than specified.

Customer
Expertise

Producer Expertise

Needs specified

and fulfilled

Needs not specified

but fulfilled

Needs not specified

and not fulfilled

Needs specified

but not fulfilled

Figure 1. Quadrant diagram visualizing the
separation between customer and producer
expertise, and its consequences for customer
needs. When producer and customer under-
stand each other they end up in quadrant one
(north east). When a certain need is not speci-
fied as a requirement by the customer and not
noted by the producer they end up in quad-
rant three (south west).

In two of the three cases (Health Care 1 and
Highway Tolls) the producers delivered more secu-
rity than required by the specifications. We call this
phenomenonover-delivery. When asked about over-
delivery, the customers said that the producers were
“mature” and did not want to deliver an insecure sys-
tem. But the customers raised doubts as to whether
some over-delivered parts, such as documentation and
defined processes, were actually consideredintellec-
tual propertyof the producers. In the third case (Med-
ical Advice) the customer often had had to re-negotiate
to compensate for poor initial requirements.

All three customers had had problems with domain-
specific privacy concerns, and the nature of the prob-
lems suggests that privacy needs are especially prone
to being domain-specific. The customers themselves
did not know they had such needs or did not realize in
what ways the systems could violate privacy. Contrary
to unspecified but more technical security needs, the
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producers did not over-deliver. A reasonable explana-
tion for this would be that the producers did not know
there were such needs within the domains the systems
were being built for.

We tried to visualize the separation of domain
knowledge and its consequences in terms of fulfilled
and unfulfilled needs in a quadrant diagram (see Fig-
ure 1). The customers agreed that this was a relevant
model of reality and that they had experience from all
four quadrants in the projects.

6.1 Verification of Hypotheses

Our hypotheses (see Section 4) were verified
against the interview outcome:

• Security requirements incomplete. All three
customers admitted that their requirements spec-
ifications contained vague, inconsistent and in-
complete security requirements.

• Risk analyzes performed. Two of the systems
had performed at least some kind of risk analysis
(unspecified which kind). Thus the poorly speci-
fied requirements were not clearly due to lack of
risk assessment.

• Local heroes phenomenon confirmed. All three
customers had relied heavily on so called local
heroes and could actually name them. Neverthe-
less, there was an understanding that third-party
consultants would probably have mitigated the
problems with vague and unspecified needs.

• Systems partly insecure. Only one of the sys-
tems had had a known security incident, but none
of the customers had a defined process for inves-
tigating if any security incidents occurred. Two
of the systems had serious privacy flaws that had
to be fixed in future versions.

6.2 Validation Against Maintainability Require-
ments

We conducted a parallel study on another non-
functional requirement category, namelymaintain-
ability. The full results of that study is still to be pub-
lished, but the material allowed us to do a compara-
tive validation of our results on security and privacy
requirements.

Customer
Expertise

Producer Expertise

Maintainability

Security

Privacy

Figure 2. Quadrant diagram visualizing pro-
ducer expertise within three non-functional
requirements categories. Producers typically
fulfill unspecified maintainability needs but
not unspecified privacy needs.

Compared to security there seems to be a much
higher degree of over-delivery in maintainability. One
of the reasons for this is that maintainability require-
ments such as system documentation, regression test
suits, and coding standards typically are general, i.e.
not specific to the customer domain. Therefore they
are part of the producer expertise and is a potential can-
didate for over-delivery—a mature producer doesn’t
skip documentation just because the customer failed
to require it.

We can place the three non-functional requirements
categories in another quadrant diagram (see Figure
2). Maintainability needs are part of general software
engineering, (technical) security needs are more and
more becoming part of software engineering, whereas
privacy needs do not seem to be part of the software
engineering domain yet.

7 Related Work

Several research studies have investigated security
and privacy requirements (presented below). Unfortu-
nately most of them treat the underlying problem as
based on experience or as anecdotal. We hope to fill
that gap, but our studies are of course related.
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Alderson discusses the fact that vague or underspec-
ified requirements (defined by him asfalse require-
ments) often express real customer needs [1]. His
findings support that requirements specifications often
leave out or fail to properly specify customer needs.

Anderson gives an example where a British bank
system did not log customer address changes and a
clerk abused the system by changing a chosen cus-
tomer’s address to her own, issuing a new ATM card
and PIN, and then changing the address back [4]. This
was possible since the bank’s clerks had privileges to
change both customer addresses and issue new ATM
cards. A risk analysis would have had to include peo-
ple with domain-specific knowledge of privileges and
procedures at the bank to detect this security threat.

McDermott and Fox note that the security engineer-
ing process is complex and hard to understand even for
skilled software engineers [19]. As an example they
mention theoretical models for RBAC. This supports
our conclusion that domain-specific needs will not be
covered by software engineers even though they are
skilled and have the best intentions.

Alexander shows by example that complex require-
ments problems can only be solved by the “combined
domain knowledge and skill of the stakeholders” [2].
This pinpoints the fact that only the combination of
various domain expertises can cover all the customer
needs and formulate them as requirements.

Firesmith, Sindre, and Opdahl have shown that
security and privacy requirements are often similar
or exactly the same across various systems, at least
when compared on an abstract, goal-oriented level
[10, 11, 20]. This suggests that typical security re-
quirements can be listed and reused in future projects
(potentially in a refined form). To prove their point
they provide examples of such reusable requirements.

Firesmith et al’s results potentially conflict with
ours since they seemingly suggest that there are no
domain-specific security or privacy requirements. But,
as they note themselves, careful elicitation is necessary
to be able tochooseamong the reusable requirements.
And as mentioned, their reusable requirements are all
on an abstract, goal-oriented level, and thus need to be
refinedto comply with the customer’s domain-specific
needs.

Liu, Yu, Mylopoulos, and Cysnerios have presented
a framework for modeling security and privacy re-

quirements using the agent-orientedi* language [17,
18, 24]. Traditionally,i* iteratively modelsactors, ac-
tor goals, andactor dependencies. In the context of
security and privacy they add models of the counter-
part, i.e.attackers, attacker goals, vulnerabilities, and
countermeasures.

Use cases, introduced by Jacobson [14], have been
used to model (mostly functional) requirements for
long, for instance within RUP [15]. But security and
privacy are often conceived as non-functional require-
ments [5, 6, 7, 9] and therefore not suited for use cases
[21]. To elicit such requirements McDermott and Fox
proposedabuse cases, which model interactions be-
tween systems and one or more actors, where the re-
sults of the interactions are harmful to systems, actors,
or system stakeholders [19]. Very similar to abuse
cases aremisuse cases[2, 3, 21], abuse frames[16],
andanti-requirements[8]. Since abuse/misuse cases
identify and model threats they have much in common
with threat modeling[12]. But threat modeling in-
volves analysis of data flow and is therefore typically
carried out later when there is a high-level design of
the system.

8 Conclusions

Current practice in security requirements is in many
ways poor. Customers tend to rely on local compe-
tence to specify security and privacy requirements, and
tend to rely on the software producers to cover up for
unspecified requirements.

Mature software producers seem to cover up fairly
well for unspecified requirements that are part of the
general software engineering domain. But our in-
depth interviews with customer representatives show
a severe impact of neglecting the specifics of the cus-
tomer domain in eliciting security and privacy require-
ments. Unspecified requirements specific to the cus-
tomer domain are unlikely be fulfilled by software en-
gineers even though the engineers are skilled and have
the best intentions.

According to our results, privacy requirements seem
especially prone to being domain-specific. All three
customers we interviewed had privacy needs that were
never specified as requirements and never fulfilled by
their producers. Customers need to cooperate with
both producers and domain experts such as security
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specialists to be able to identify their needs and for-
mulate them as requirements. Only the combination
of various domain expertises has the potential to cover
all the customer needs. This cooperation could be per-
formed within the scope of risk analyzes.
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